
Eastern Chairs Meeting – 28th October 2012 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

Venue:    Classic Flyers, Armoury Room - Mt Maunganui 
 
Time Opened: 12:00 Noon 
 
Present: Ross McCullough – Whiritoa, Jeff Pinhey – Onemana, Matthew Pickering – Papamoa, Paul 

Treanor – Mount Maunganui, Grant Rowe – Pukehina, Claire Fuller – Waihi, Geoff Hogan – 
Whangamata, Donal Boyle – Omanu, Mike Hickson – Maketu, Amiria Parker – Opotiki, 
Michael Bassett Foss – SLSNZ Chairman, Brent Warner – SLSNZ Board. 

 
Attending: Paul Dalton – CEO SLSNZ, Mark Weatherall – GM Club Development SLSNZ, Chris Emmett – 

Eastern Region Manager SLSNZ, Ange Johnston – Eastern Region Administrator SLSNZ, 
Glenn Brady –General Manager MMLGS. 

 
Apologies:  Graham Ridler – Tairua, Peter Thorpe – Midway, Steve O’Connor – Whakatane, Mike King – 

Wainui, Kerihama Blackman – Tologa Bay, Gary Hinds – Hot Water Beach, Dave Boersen – 
Pauanui, Grant Bramwell - Waikanae. 

 
1) Welcome 

Chris Emmett welcomed Clubs Chairs, SLSNZ Board Members and Staff, then passed over to 
Michael Bassett-Foss for the formal welcome all and open the meeting with a brief outlay of the 
day. Michael outlined the importance of the Club Chairs Meetings in providing the SLSNZ Board 
with strategic direction and advice. SLSNZ is only as strong as one movement going forward. State 
Insurance and DHL have both agreed to 3 year sponsorship. It has been a 12 month process to get 
OPSM, KFC on board for a 1 year sponsorship. 
  

 Election of Eastern Region Chairperson 
One nomination from the floor was received by Matthew Pickering; nominating Donal 
Boyle, 2nd by Paul Treanor. Elected – Donal Boyle as Eastern Region Chairperson. Donal 
thanked all and introduced Paul Dalton to give SLSNZ CEO State of the Nation Report. 

 
2) CEO State of the Nation Report – Paul Dalton 

 
Paul presented the chairs with an update on where we are at in a strategic sense, he explained we 
are bang on budget for first 3 months, however it is noted that this is the original budget and an 
updated version is almost complete as revenue forecasts have been deliberately been forecast on 
the downside for rest of the year. With the recent spending cuts, this will enable the organisation 
to future proof its position. 
 
Paul explained progress against the 1.5m spending reduction target, stating the main reductions 
are Staff at a national level and the Surf League, travel and the need to be smarter with costs have 
also been targeted.  Paul expressed it is important the clubs need to know and that they have club 
support as well as have their point of view as a club expressed. 
 
2013 Surf League – Paul Dalton  

 Chairs felt no major discussion on this was needed at this meeting. 

 Lower cost and sustainability would be the priority moving forward. 

 Geoff Hogan brought up the boats run 4 events on 30k. 
 
Insurance Scheme – Paul Dalton 



 Discussion around insurance and the growing costs, what future looks like in SLSNZ 
contribution wise? 

 Paul explained that SLSNZ are looking for feedback on how we approach future insurance 
costs as an organisation, discussion of changing the model 65% to 35% is an option if costs 
continue to grow. 

 Brent Warner explained within 3 years it could be compulsory that all surf clubs will need 
to be alarmed with cameras to reduce premiums, compliance costs will look to continue to 
rise. 

 
Northern Update - Michael Bassett Foss & Brent Warner 

 Northern Board has reformed for a 2 years period ending November 2013 

 SLSNZ have asked for a meeting, Northern has agreed to meet this side of Christmas. 

 Brent Warner implications around how 10 clubs out of 17 get funding through Auckland 
Amenities Act.   

 SLSNZ and Northern lack the links with each other due to no Clubs Chairs Forum with 
Northern. 

 Northern also have financial challenges moving forward. 

 Operationally – Important that what happens within the movement is worked closely with 
management team insuring we all here for the same reasons assuring members do not see 
any different. 

 Discussion around Northern funding, sponsors and effects they have on SLSNZ.  Positives 
and negatives were discussed on joining with SLSNZ regarding sponsors. 

 
3) Organisational Priorities – Paul Dalton 

 

 Group discussion on ‘How we market ourselves’ 

 Making better New Zealanders seems a lower in priority; Eastern Chairs would like to see 
this move up the list.  

 Discussion was held around kayaking – Olympic pathways, our members feed into this 
sport, good stories of lifeguards help with potential funders. 

 First Aid discussion about career pathways for lifeguards in this sector.  Question was asked 
what qualification were needed to facilitate instruct a first aid course. 

 Discussion around ‘Learn to swim’ / Teaching swimming to members.  Paul covered briefly 
position with Water Safety NZ and Swimming NZ regarding this issue. 

 
Paul requested chairs split into two groups and discuss and list what they see as “Importance” to 
their clubs and the movement. Paul charted the two group’s lists and a discussion was held. See 
attached for detail. He also opened the floor on topics at a strategic level. 
 

4) Management Reports – Mark Weatherall & Chris Emmett 
 

General Manager Club Development Report – Mark Weatherall 

 Mark presented the new Regional Structure.  Explaining the reporting management plan in 
place. CDO Reports have been re-implemented with membership development being a 
monthly report.  Will include Health of club, one page of each clubs key areas; committee, 
sports, lifesaving, junior surf and General. Our perspective will be from club not CDO’s, it 
will give us a snapshot and something to work towards. 

 Club Pulse – is under view and not finalised yet due to everything else happening over the 
last two month period with budget cuts.  A new format is being formed and will be 
implemented for the 2013-2014 season 

 Donal expressed that was too much information from different SLSNZ Staff members 
resulting in repeated information to membership. 



 Communications at Regional Level, the last two months work on communication update 
which has seen the implementation of the Regional Managers update produced on a 
monthly basis.  This is at a strategic level targeted at the club Committees and Chairs. 

 CDO updates – Courses and events, operational.  These will continue on a weekly basis over 
the summer and fortnightly over the off season. 

 Facebook communication is working well. A discussion around allowing regions to break 
their FB pages down to areas allowing more control of their page.  Should these be Open or 
Closed groups.  Chris Emmett asked for comments on region what they want to see 
regarding updates. 

 Donal asked is there an option for members to opt out of receiving the update emails; it 
was answers that yes this will be possible. 

 Website, discussion centred on it was difficult to use. Jamie N is working on a new site and 
improvement to the PAM system. 

 Club Support - SLSNZ received $650,000 to allocate to direct clubs this season.  This came 
from the wider NZ lottery grants board. Decision was made to use option 1 regarding 
allocation, see Mark Weatherall’s presentation for detail. There are still challenges around 
getting the correct information off clubs. Code Blue – lots of work done around it (coastal 
public safety info). Hot Water Beach 1.3% Activity to 1.7% biggest jump in Eastern Region. 

 Honours and Awards Committee appointment process was presented need to identify a 
person to represent this region. Mark Weatherall discussed the criteria for this job which 
the board then agreed they were happy with the process at current. 

 Sports Manual, the new manual was released one month ago which the process had been 
put on hold since 2008.  The manual includes Junior Surf Sports rules.  There was a desire 
to align with ILS.  

 
Regional Manager Eastern Region Report – Chris Emmett 
 

 Club Chairs Action List - Chris outlined the action list and what had been completed from 
the last Clubs Chairs meeting; most of the issues were operational. Chris also stated that 
the Region was in a much better space to deal with the operational issues as they arose 
and this would be how the region will move forward. 

 Regional Management Plan – this is a document designed to give accurate detail as to 
what has been achieved in the region from month to month. Currently the region is 
tracking very well with only three at risk activities. ER staff takes a team approach to 
completing projects when needed and this is working very well. A percentage status and 
colour key is used for all projects and the document is open and transparent to any of the 
club chairs wishing to know where the region is at. 

 Regional Lifeguarding Program – Chris outlined his vision for this program within the 
Eastern Region, it should be one of the cornerstones that Eastern Region builds on to lift 
professionalism throughout the region. There is a new supervision structure in place; there 
have previously been issues with span of control with regards to the RPSM. Funding is on 
the improve, the goal is to have every council on three year agreements with indexed cost 
to provide surety of funding, this will allow us to invest more in professionalism of the 
program. 

 Strategic vs. Operational – Chris outlined the need for the Clubs Chairs group to maintain a 
strategic focus and provide strategic advice to the region and SLSNZ. Operational issues 
can be dealt with by the staff.             

  
5) General Business 

 
Club Chairs Communication 

 It is felt by the Gisborne and some Coromandel chairs that it is hard to meet two times a 
year due to other commitments. 



 Options could be to micro group chairs in 4 areas, for the debrief time of the year, 
Coromandel, Western BOP, Eastern BOP and Gisborne. 

 It was decided that the October/November meeting would be the formal get together and 
that the March/April meeting would be split into micro groups and be more of a debrief of 
the season. PD would like to use the October/November meeting as a strategic planning 
meeting that could feed into the SLSNZ Strategic Plan. 

 It was agreed that these meetings are more strategic than the last meeting which was felt 
more operational.  Michael Bassett Foss informed the chairs that are there was or is 
anything SLSNZ can do to make it more or value for the chairs they are happy to work with 
the board to see this happen. 

 Donal expressed that by working through Chris it can help move forward more by going 
strategic than operational.  Operational needs to come through the local Lifeguarding and 
Sports Committees. 

 
Membership Categories 

 Ross McCullough suggested database categories are ore surf sports based categorise and 
he would like to see categories renamed on PAM.  Brent Warner explained that to do this 
all 73 clubs would have to change their club constitutions.  PSM ‘Active’ and ‘Associate’ are 
not reflective of what clubs need expressed Ross. 

 
Club Constitution Alignment Project 

 Ross McCullough brought up two points regarding sections to align the constitution of clubs 
to SLSNZ; he will seek technical advice from Matt Warren. 

 
Scheduling of Region Clubhouse Redevelopment Projects 

 Ross McCullough suggest if more than one club in the area are looking for funding those 
clubs need to work together to allow a spread out over a period of time there requests so 
that they don’t step on each other’s feet trying to find funding and tapping the same 
business on the shoulder. 

 
 

Donal thanked Paul, Michael, Mark, Brent, Chris and the chairs for attending the meeting. 
 
Meeting Closed 4.02pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 


